
Recent milestones in ν physics
• 1988 Kamiokande (K.S. Hirata et al., Phys. Lett. B205 (1988) 416) and IMB
(R.M. Bionta et al., Phys. Rev. D38 (1988) 768) water Cherenkov detectors
found evidence of muon neutrino disappereance (about 1/2) in the atmospheric
neutrino beam, contrary to 2 iron tracking detectors (Frejus and Nusex)
Puzzle: experimental effect or new physics? Atmospheric neutrino problem
• 1994 Kamiokande Multi-GeV flavor ratio angular dependence
• 1996 LSND claims evidence of νµ → νe oscillations
• 1997 first negative results from CHOOZ
• 1998 Super-Kamiokande (Y. Fukuda et al., PRL 81 (1998) 1562, hep-ex/9807003)

    sin22θ>0.82 and 5x10-4 < Δm2 < 6x10-3 eV2 at 90% confidence level.
     and MACRO (M. Ambrosio, PLB434 (1998) 451, hep-ex/9807005)

Model independent evidence!
• 2002 the year of neutrino physics: Apr 19 SNO direct evidence for ν flavor

conversion from NC, after results on CC in 2001. Oct 8 Nobel prize to Davis and
Koshiba. Dec 4 K2K LBL observes deficit of νµ and distorsion of the E spectrum, Dec
6 KamLAND reactor LBL: only viable solution to the solar n problem is LMA



Solar νs
The Sun is a main sequence star at a stage of stable hydrogen burning.
Combined effect of nuclear fusion reactions:

Positrons annihilate with electrons and
thermal energy is generated

Predicted fluxes from Standard
Solar Model
Uncertainty ~ 0.1%
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12C + p→13N + γ
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14N + p→15O+ γ
15O→15N + e+ + ν e



The solar neutrino problem
Pioneer experiment: 1966 R. Davis in Homestake Mine
Radiochemical experiment: exploit νe absorption on nuclei followed by their
decay through electron capture. Produced Auger electrons are counted.
615 tons of liquid perchloroethylene (C2Cl4) in a mine at 4500 mwe depth in
South Dakota
The main limit of these experiments are the low event rates (~1 ev/day), they do
not provide information on the energy and time of detection
Reaction  νe + 37Cl -> e- + 37Ar, Eth=0.814 MeV, 37Ar is extracted with a He gas
stream radioactive with half-life 34.8 days, decay products are chemically
extracted and introduced in proportional counters where the Auger electrons
from their decay are counted
Observed event rate since 1970: 2.56±0.23 SNU
(1 SNU =10-36 interactions per target atom per second) 
Standard Solar Model prediction: 8.1+1.3 SNU
  

R(exp/SSM) = 0.32 ± 0.03exp ± 0.05th

http://www.bnl.gov/bnlweb/raydavis/PRL_1964.pdf



The solar neutrino problem

Gallex & GNO (LNGS, 3300 mwe) SAGE
(Baksan, 4700 mwe)
Sensitive also to pp neutrinos
pp (54.5%) 7Be (26.8%) 8B (9.5%)

Gallex: 101 ton GaCl3 acidic solution
(from 1991), 30 ton of Ga ⇒GNO
SAGE 55 ton of metallic Ga
Result (May 91-Apr 03) Gallex-GNO (Jan
1990-Jan 2003) SAGE
R(GNO+GALLEX) = 0.55 ± 0.04exp ± 0.04th

R(SAGE) = 0.56 ± 0.04exp ± 0.04th
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Super-Kamiokande
Water Cherenkov detector following the previous 
Kamiokande 3 kton (1 kton fiducial) of 
utra-pure water
SK: 50 kton (22.5 kton fiducial)
Run time: 1996-2001, Jan 2003: K2K beam
Nov 2001: 50% of PMT destruction. Dec 2002
SK-II starts data taking again
   



PID in SK

Typical mu-like
Typical e-like



Super-Kamiokande

   

SK-I: inner detector 40% photocatode coverage 11,146 51 cm PMTs
OD (1885 20 cm PMTs): external veto
Rock coverage: 2700 mwe (µ surface flux reduction 105⇒ 2 Hz rate)
Resolutions: angular = 26° vertex = 87 cm energy = 14% @ 10 MeV
Real time solar neutrino detectors (elastic scattering):

direction and energy spectrum of recoil electron         (correlated to ν)

Time variations as expected from eccentricity

Eth = 4.75 MeV sensitive to 8B, hep
Sensitive to all flavors but
σ(νe) ~6σ(νµ,τ)



Different ν oscillation solutions

Typical values



Energy spectrum

No evidence for distortion of the energy spectrum
Day night asymmetry: during the night the Sun is below the horizon 



Sudbury Neutrino Observatory

1700 tonnes  Inner
Shielding H2O

1000 tonnes D2O
(heavy water)

5300 tonnes Outer
Shield H2O

12 m Diameter
Acrylic Vessel

Support Structure for
9500 20 cm PMTs,
60% coverage

Urylon Liner and
Radon Seal

Creighton (Ontario) mine 6010 mwe



A model independent measurement

Measure total 8B ν flux from the Sun.

- Good measurement of νe energy spectrum
- Weak directional sensitivity ∝ 1-1/3cos(θ)

NC
xx
νν ++⇒+ npd

ES  -- +⇒+ eνeν x x

- Both SK, SNO
- Mainly sensitive to νe,, less to νµ  and  ντ
- Strong directional sensitivity

CC -eppd ++⇒+ν
e

- νe ONLY 

- equal cross section for all ν types

Now!



Results
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   KamLAND

Eth (trigger) 0.7 MeV

in Φ=13m plastic balloon
seen by 1879 PMTs
VETO: 3.2 kt water2700 mwe

<E> ~ 3 MeV <base line> ~ 180 km

(79% from 26 reactors 138-214 km)
Δm2 ~ 10-5 eV2



Results
Jun 2004
766 ton yr

Deficit of events and
distortion of positron E
spectrum



Solar+KamLAND


